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About This Content

LOVE SLAYAWAY CAMP? WANT MORE HOLIDAY SLAYAGE?

Just in time for the holidays, this special bonus expansion includes a variety of game items that further build on your Slayaway
Camp experience!

WHAT'S INCLUDED?

By purchasing the package, you will receive immediate access to:

 A brand new VHS tape on your Video Store shelf: Slayaway Camp: Santa's Slay.

 Santa's Slay includes 25 GOREBLASTING new puzzle levels set in the Cube Central Mall and the ACTUAL North
Pole!

 Among them are 4 new ULTRA-BRAINDESTRUCTING Deleted Scenes & 8 new EXTREMELY SEXIFIED NC-17
Puzzles!
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 Unlocks the Exclusive Killer: Santa Skullface and his Toy Soldier Kill

 Unlocks the Exclusive Killer: Krampus and his Bag of Birch Sticks Beatdown Kill

 Unlocks the Exclusive Killer: Gremling and her Tannenbalm Kill

 Unlocks the Exclusive Killer: The Worst Santa and his Santa's Sleigh Kill

 Unlocks the Exclusive Killer: Jill Frost and her Do You Want to Build a Snowman? Kill

 Unlocks the Exclusive GorePack: Disfigure Skater

 Special set of Holiday Slayaway Camp Wallpapers & Avatars

 New Set of Slayaway Camp Papercraft Templates including Santa Skullface, Festive Victims, AWESOMELY
GNARLY trees and rocks with snow on them, and more!

 Some new in-game holiday music, Slayaway Camp style.
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Title: Slayaway Camp - Santa's Slay Expansion
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Blue Wizard Digital
Publisher:
Blue Wizard Digital
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2016
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This game is kind of cool.
I like that you can fly on here..
I came 2nd in my very 1st match.. It did crashed once but after that it was ok.
No sweaty players on here yet. (well I don't think so) I'll check again next time... Very fun, and fluid gameplay, inventive levels,
a ton of charm and a lot of content. Great!. Excellent game. As i remember it.. It's PLANE to see that this game is perfect
4/10. Developers ******* this game where it hurts, daybreak have ****** up the battle royal, now this, the devs have no brain,
they are selfish tossers who milk the games for ££££. Let this game die, do NOT BUY it, save yourself some money as there is
plenty of alternatives rather than this pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. they never released anything and the current version is basically
unplayable. nuff said.. it looks like that door was damaged by an explosion. you should be able to break through using the butt
of your weapon press. B to perform a melee attack 3/10
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i bought this game with the intention to drive arround the city listening to new retro wave or similar, just to enjoy the vibes.
first i wasnt happy having to solve a murder case, and i did not really care that much about the plot per se, but i spend every
second being amazed by the beautiful vibes, lights, reflections and designs of the city so that there was no space for negative
thoughts.

- the movement and car handling are very unpleasant, mmh it was fine
- i dont like driving with the hood of the car on the bottom of the screen
- some minor bugs that dont really affect the experience (also why is my shadow from a totally different model?)

+++ amazing design of the whole city / buildings / lighting / shades / weather / glass / graffiti (creator is a genius)
+ i liked that the missions were not pushy. you could solve objectives on your own without obtrusive hints or reminders
+ personal red mug to keep you company. This game is absolutely terrible.

1/4. Neil Gaiman and ghosts.

if u need anything more to convince you, you don't deserve to be convinced. What should i say about Insane 2 ?
Hm... not really good not really bad, i mean i'm not satified playing this game.

- Can't use my controller (But ok since many other racing games out there can't use controller anyway ==\)
- Racing car model not so interesting (can't ya make a beautiful design for the cars ?)
- Only a few participant in he race :| hm.... not so challenging anyway
- Checkpoint System. This one is really annoying, if u miss to register your car at any checkpoint in the race, then u will be
counted as the last posisition racer, eventhough u're in the first line. So the things u have to do is.... either :
1. u turn around ur car through a hard corner sircuit or
2. Restart the race from the first (Cause sometimes u are about to hit the last checkpoint, but cause of some mistake u miss to
register so need to turn around, and by the time ya comeback in the right track, u already left behind so far :DDD )

+ Good graphic
+ Beautiful panorama design
+ Challanging Tracks. It's pretty difficult terrains

Overall... 65 / 100 = Not really good & not really bad also. Solid little game. I was pleasantly surprised since I picked it up for
sale on a whim to play on a rainy day. That day was today and now I'm glad it was. 8-bit platform adventure in the Ghosts N'
Goblins vein. If you're looking for some 80's nostalgia, this game will be just what you're looking for. One of the great things I
think this offers is challenge. It has four continues and three lives each play through. You will have to work for your ending,
something you don't see a lot of in modern games. Because there is a definitive pattern in how things appear/move, you will
have to play enough to get a feel for the pattern to get through.

I only have two complaints. The first is the color palette as tones used were very neutral resulting a washed out screen with little
to catch the eye. Because of this I think first impressions will leave people thinking this is an unexciting game to play. The
second is pacing. It feels like all sprites are moving at approximately the same pace, resulting in the play feeling slower. I would
suggest making some enemies a little faster or intermittently move quickly to keep players on their toes.

Ultimately, if you can get this game sub - $10 range like I did, it's worth it. You'd have to really like this sort of game to be
willing to pay over $10. If you can get it for $5, it's a steal.. Not quite sure what everyone is complaining about to do with this
DLC. Yeah, I know it's old and it HAS had some issues, but DTG has fixed this. Even the sounds that it comes with default
are'nt too bad compared to some. If you want the true experience though, get the AP Sound Pack. A nice addon all in all.

. Awesome Game!! You can play as Zee Tee in 3D xD
SOOO MUCH FUNN!!

9/10 Waiting for the next Char.. ^-^. Instaled launched, Antivirus says game wants install cookies/ plugins in web browsers 3
times .. exit , unistal. steam WTF ?. I like the idea behind the game, but it does a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor
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job of explaining anything to the player. The UI is awful and clearly a tablet\/phone port. You can mouse over or click on any
stats to get extra information. There are countless features, none of which are bothered to explain.
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